Establishing a research partnership to investigate functional loss and rehabilitation towards the end of life
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Abstract

Background: Functional loss, the inability to perform necessary or desired tasks, is a common consequence of life-limiting illnesses and associated symptoms (pain, fatigue, breathlessness, etc.) and causes suffering for patients and families. Rehabilitation, a set of interventions designed to address functional loss, is recognised as essential within palliative care, as it can improve quality of life and reduce care costs. However, not everyone has equal access to rehabilitation. Despite limited life expectancy or uncertain ability to benefit from interventions, palliative rehabilitation services are often absent. This is partly due to a lack of high-quality research around optimal models of rehabilitation. Research in this area is methodologically challenging and requires multidisciplinary and cross-speciality collaboration.

Aim and objectives: We aimed to establish and grow a United Kingdom research partnership across diverse areas, commencing with partners from Edinburgh, East Anglia, Lancashire, Leeds, London and Nottingham, around the topic area of functional loss and rehabilitation in palliative and end-of-life care. The objectives were to (1) develop a multidisciplinary, cross-specialty research partnership, (2) generate high-priority unanswered research questions with stakeholders, (3) co-design and submit high-quality competitive research proposals, including (4) sharing topic and methodological expertise, and (5) to build capacity and capability to deliver nationally generalisable studies.

Activities: The partnership was established with professionals from across England and Scotland with complementary areas of expertise including complex palliative and geriatric research, physiotherapy, nursing, palliative medicine and psychology. Research questions were generated through a modified version of the Child Health and Nutrition Research Initiative, which allowed for the collation and refinement of research questions relating to functional loss and rehabilitation towards the end of life. Partnership members were supported through a series of workshops to transform research ideas into proposals for submission to stage one calls by the National Institute for Health and Care Research. The partnership not only supported students, clinicians and public members with training opportunities but also supported clinicians in securing protected time from clinical duties to allow them to focus on developing local research initiatives.
**Reflections:** Through our partnership we established a network that offered researchers, clinicians, students and public members the chance to develop novel skills and explore opportunities for personal and professional development around the topic area of functional loss and rehabilitation in palliative and end-of-life care. The partnership was crucial to foster collaboration and facilitate exchange of ideas, knowledge and experiences to build joint research study proposals.

**Funding:** This article presents independent research funded by the National Institute for Health and Care Research (NIHR) programme as award number NIHR135171.

A plain language summary of this article is available on the NIHR Journals Library website [https://doi.org/10.3310/PTHC7598](https://doi.org/10.3310/PTHC7598).
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**Background**

Functional loss (also called activity limitation or disability) is defined as an inability to perform necessary or desired tasks.1 This is typically operationalised as occurring in terms of the inability to perform activities of daily living: from more basic self-care tasks, such as bathing and dressing, to instrumental activities requiring more complex planning and thinking, such as safety awareness, taking medications, social participation and managing money and bills.1-3 Life-limiting illness(es) and accompanying symptoms (e.g. pain, fatigue, breathlessness, anxiety, depression or cognitive dysfunction) commonly contribute to functional loss and a consequent need for help, support or supervision.4-6 While functional loss often occurs late in the course of disease for people with cancer, those with non-cancer conditions (e.g. chronic respiratory diseases or heart failure) and multiple long-term conditions experience functional loss earlier in the disease trajectory,7,8 with periods of acute worsening that fluctuate over time.9-11 Both sudden and progressive loss of ability can cause crises that precipitate hospital or care home admission12 and result in distress and suffering related to loss of usual roles and routines, independence, choice and sense of dignity.13-15

Rehabilitation is a set of interventions designed to address functional loss, promote activity and preserve functional reserve and social participation.16,17 It is characterised by cycles of nested treatment, which are reviewed and refined over time and typically delivered by a multidisciplinary team.18 As people age and increasingly live with multiple long-term conditions, trajectories of functional loss become more variable and unpredictable giving rise to additional complexities for rehabilitation delivery.19 Challenges in rehabilitation include weighing up potential treatment benefits and burden, aligning care to individuals’ priorities and being responsive to fluctuating needs across multiple domains of health.20-22 Palliative rehabilitation focuses on relief and reduced impact from distressing/disruptive symptoms (e.g. breathlessness or fatigue)23 and managing or minimising the impact of geriatric syndromes (e.g. frailty or sarcopenia).24

Within the fields of palliative medicine and geriatric medicine, a spectrum tends to exist where palliative medicine focuses on symptoms and geriatric medicine focuses on function.25 Both share commitment to person-centeredness, communication, education and multiprofessional working. Rehabilitation is recognised as essential within both palliative and geriatric care: it can reverse and slow functional loss, which may not only improve quality of life but may also cut ongoing costs relating to care, admissions and complications.26-28 Examples of specific interventions include techniques to manage persistent symptoms and adjustment work around loss (in palliative care),29-31 comprehensive assessment and management of geriatric syndromes (in geriatric care)32-34 and environmental adaptation and assistive technologies.35-37 Yet, access to these services is often inequitable, and individual teams’ capacity to deliver evidence-based rehabilitation interventions is highly variable.27,38

Despite limited life expectancy, or uncertain ability to benefit from interventions, palliative rehabilitation services have often been not provided or dis-investment has occurred due to limited resources and competing priorities.39-41 Such decisions are rarely supported by rigorous needs assessment or evaluation of effectiveness and cost effectiveness partly because these are methodologically difficult in this context. As a result, optimal ways to integrate the best of palliative and geriatric rehabilitation towards the end of life are currently unknown. Clinical trials and conventional health economic approaches may not be sufficient, at least on their own, and new methodologies have been suggested to answer these questions more meaningfully and in a way that supports service development and commissioning. To address these challenges, it is imperative that diverse expertise is brought together.42 We therefore aimed to establish and grow a research partnership around the topic area of functional loss and rehabilitation in palliative and end-of-life care.

**Objectives**

1. Establish and develop a multidisciplinary, cross-speciality collaborative research partnership that
includes geographic populations historically underserved by research activity.

2. Generate key research questions in relation to functional loss and rehabilitation in palliative care by collaborating with professional and public stakeholders.

3. Co-design and submit high-quality competitive research proposals to future National Institute for Health and Care Research (NIHR) calls on palliative and end-of-life care.

4. Share topic and methodological expertise to jointly address the complexities of rehabilitation interventions within palliative and end-of-life care, including their rigorous evaluation, and pathways to implementation.

5. Build capacity and capability to deliver nationally generalisable studies of rehabilitation interventions in palliative and end-of-life care, across health and social care, and voluntary and community organisations in partnership with patients and their families.

**Objective 1 – Establishing the partnership**

The Palliative Care Rehabilitation Partnership was established by professionals from across England and Scotland with a focus around the topic area of functional loss and rehabilitation in palliative and end-of-life care. The partnership contained multidisciplinary professionals with complementary areas of expertise and experience in complex palliative and geriatric research, physiotherapy, nursing, palliative medicine and psychology. The project adopted the term ‘partnership’ to describe the expectation of collaboration among researchers, clinical academics, clinicians, students and patient and public involvement (PPI) members. The partnership leads, who were the main representatives from the collaborator sites (Figure 1), steered activities such as workshops and training and were responsible for promoting the partnership to local people and infrastructure. Individuals who participated in any of the partnership activities were considered partners.

The partnership was successfully established through an initial launch meeting, development of an online presence and creating platforms for joint working. We recruited a diverse group of multidisciplinary, cross-speciality professionals spanning England and Scotland, with insight into the local geographical populations and areas under-represented in research. The partnership was promoted via the Applied Research Collaboration (ARC) National Leads for Palliative and End of Life Care, local ARCs and the Council for Allied Health Professions Research to encourage clinicians, students and PPI members to engage. The partnership created a shared online workspace via Microsoft SharePoint, which provided the partnership leads with the means to collectively work on projects and share information. Additionally, the partnership leads collectively met monthly via Microsoft Teams to discuss partnership activities and to

![FIGURE 1 Partnership leads, expertise and linked infrastructure.](Image)
share updates on key deliverables. Partnership activities were shared with and open to any professional or public member with an interest in research and care relating to functional loss in palliative care and towards the end of life. An overview of the partnership's key activities is summarised in Figure 2.

Objective 2: Research question generation
The partnership commenced its activities by conducting a research question generation activity, utilising a modified version of the Child Health and Nutrition Initiative methodology[^43] to gather and score questions related to functional loss and rehabilitation towards the end of life. This was completed as a stakeholder activity (rather than a research study), and therefore research ethics approval was not required.

A management group, comprising all the partnership leads, and a stakeholder’s group consisting of researchers, clinical academics, clinicians, experts by experience, patients and family members were created. The stakeholder’s group were recruited through the partnership leads’ affiliations and networks, established public involvement groups and key research publications as well as snowballing through additional recommendations from those invited to participate.

The research question generation and prioritisation process comprised five key stages: defining, sourcing, synthesising, scoring and analysis/dissemination. The management group specified the scope and prioritisation criteria for the research question generation exercise. The questions were devised by using the following scope aligned with the topic and NIHR principles:

- Adults with advanced disease experiencing, or at risk of, functional loss.
- Research ideas should be relevant to a UK context.
- Research projects should deliver findings that could be implemented into practice within 3–5 years.

Once the scope had been established, the stakeholder’s group were e-mailed to inform about the objectives and context of the research question generation exercise and were invited to participate. Members who expressed an interest in participating were subsequently invited to generate and submit research questions via e-mail or an online form. PPI members were offered support in sharing their research ideas and developing those into a research question format if they preferred.

The proposed research questions were collated by the management group and were made available to the stakeholder’s group for 4 weeks, who were invited to score the proposed research questions in relation to the prioritisation criteria via a digital or paper form. The stakeholder’s group were asked to score research questions against five criteria:

- **Answerability** – Is the proposed research question answerable?
- **Effectiveness** – Will the research question lead to intervention that effectively addresses functional loss in advanced disease?
- **Feasibility** – Is the research question feasible based on current knowledge, capacity and resources?
- **Burden reduction** – Will the proposed research lead to a significant burden reduction for patients, carers and families?
- **Equity** – Will the research bring about changes that favour patients equitably?

Research question scoring
The stakeholders scored each domain of the research question by using the following scoring system: 0 (unlikely
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[^43]: Child Health and Nutrition Initiative methodology
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FIGURE 2 Summary of partnership activities.
to meet criterion), 0.5 (not sure if it can meet the criterion) and 1 (likely to meet the criterion). PPI members were offered additional support to complete the scoring and were offered the option of alternative completion formats (larger print paper copies) and a simplified scoring system, if they preferred, using just one of the five criteria (burden reduction). Participants were asked to leave a blank score if they were unable to judge the criterion due to a lack of knowledge on the subject. Additionally, members were provided with the opportunity to input free text comments via the online form to relay any constructive feedback and to express their interest in a proposed question. This information was consequently shared with the individual(s) who proposed the question, with the aim of introducing members with a shared interest in a given topic area. For each research question submitted, mean scores from individual responses across the five prioritisation criteria were calculated, giving an overall ‘Research Priority Score’. The scores were gathered using Microsoft Excel and transformed into a percentage to make them more interpretable.

The activity generated a variety of research ideas, with some ideas being more refined and developed than others. A total of 82 research ideas were submitted by 35 people: out of which, 37 research ideas considered a variety of interventions for people with a specific life-limiting condition, with the top 5 being cancer, dementia, stroke, motor neurone disease and frailty. The remaining 45 research ideas considered the impact of interventions in patients with any advanced disease. Among the proposed research questions, 23 questions suggested possible interventions and outcomes to be measured. These included assessing the efficacy of modalities such as exercise, nutrition, electrotherapy, psychosocial strategies and the use of robotics in reducing functional decline, minimising the impact of fatigue and improving quality of life for patients and their families. Figure 3 captures key themes from the research questions submitted to depict the suggested populations, interventions, comparisons and outcomes.

On average each question was scored by 15 people (Table 1) and received 5 free-text responses. A mean of 4 people expressed an interest for each question submitted, with one question generating an interest from 13 individuals. Notably, research questions scored highest on the ‘answerability’ domain while most concerns were raised around ‘effectiveness’ and ‘equity’. Research questions and scores were shared with all participants and disseminated in a report via e-mail. The generated scores and free text comments allowed members to strengthen their research proposals by identifying areas requiring development prior to attending the partnership’s first workshop.

Objectives 3 and 4: Research proposal development

Through a series of three workshops, the partnership supported the transformation of research ideas, generated through the research question activity, towards full proposals. Workshops were conducted via Zoom with academic, clinical and PPI representation at each. We welcomed presentations from anyone who had submitted a research question. Additionally, the workshops welcomed participants who were actively working on research proposals related to the partnership’s objectives. This approach aimed to encourage broader engagement and collaboration within the community interested in functional loss and rehabilitation in palliative care.

Workshop 1: shaping the proposal

Workshop 1 provided presenters with the opportunity to share their initial research ideas with the group. Each presenter was allocated 20 minutes and asked to prepare for the session by considering the aims and objectives of their research idea and by building upon the feedback that had been given from the research question generation exercise. Presenters were requested to refrain from using jargon during their presentations so that all members in the workshop would be able to actively participate and contribute. The workshop comprised facilitated discussions, where attendees considered the potential issues around delivery of the project, identified expertise needed to answer the proposed research question and identified key stakeholders that would need to be consulted. Each presenter received verbal and written feedback, which was offered to further develop research ideas.

The partnership’s first workshop was held virtually on 24 May 2022 and was attended by 30 people: 11 researchers, 4 clinical academics, 9 clinicians and 6 PPI members. A total of six research ideas were presented. Research topics included rehabilitation decisions in the frail older population, management of fatigue, sharing prognostic information with patients and families, supporting mobility in patients at end of life, palliative care for patients with cerebral palsy and engaging informal carers in a patient’s rehabilitation. The workshop generated varied discussion between attendees, with a wide range of suggestions put forward to presenters to consider while further developing their proposals. Feedback from attendees was collated and sent to each presenter, with several recurring themes. Attendee feedback emphasised the significance of considering the perspectives and expectations of both the patient and their family during palliative rehabilitation. It also stressed the need to ensure that research questions were pertinent to the current issues facing patients and
that research projects were supported by multidisciplinary, multiprofessional and PPI representation.

The first workshop received positive feedback from attendees, with feedback highlighting the importance of collaborative partnerships and the benefit of meaningful engagement with relevant stakeholders, such as PPI members. Attendees suggested that subsequent workshops could be improved by ensuring that any materials used during the session be made available beforehand to allow for sufficient time to consider questions and feedback.

**Workshop 2: strengthening the study methodology**

With support from methodologists, the second workshop aimed to develop the early research ideas that had been presented during the first workshop by considering the following components of proposals: study design,
methodologies to be employed, outcomes to be measured, intervention theory and analysis plans. Each presenter was allocated 30 minutes to discuss their proposal designs. Through facilitated discussions, attendees were asked to comment on the feasibility of the study, recruitment, ethical and other practical considerations of the methodology to be employed. Presenters were provided with verbal and written feedback from the group, received individual support from methodologists and were encouraged to continue developing their research proposals.

The partnership’s second online workshop was held on 13 September 2022 and was attended by 24 people: 13 researchers, 4 clinical academics, 2 clinicians and 5 PPI members. Three presenters shared the progress and development of their respective research idea since the first workshop. Topics that were revisited were rehabilitation decisions in the frail older population, supporting mobility in patients at end of life and palliative care for patients with cerebral palsy. The workshop provided a forum for sharing of ideas and identified methodological considerations that needed to be addressed by presenters. Examples of feedback given to presenters included the need to carefully consider the inclusion and exclusion criteria of research ideas, to consider the individual components of any complex intervention, to identify the primary outcome tool to be used to measure change and to understand the rationale for palliative care services in the defined population.

Workshop 3: refining the proposals
The final workshop intended for members of the partnership to present their draft research proposals and receive final verbal and written feedback from the group prior to NIHR submission. However, in response to feedback from interested attendees, the format was kept flexible to incorporate people at different stages of proposal development. Presenters were allocated 30 minutes to present their proposal, followed by an open question and answer session. Facilitated discussions helped attendees evaluate various aspects of the proposal, which was built upon discussions and themes from the second workshop.

The partnership’s final workshop was held online on 9 February 2023 and was attended by 14 people: 6 researchers, 3 clinical academics and 5 PPI members. Two members presented their research proposals. One project aimed to evaluate the impact of exercise and nutrition in people with cancer, while the other wished to explore palliative rehabilitation in the context of older adults with frailty. Both projects generated interest from attending PPI members in participating in the research. Feedback on the proposals included recommendations for recruiting participants while ensuring diversity in the study populations and addressing implementation failures of research in clinical practice and provided suggestions to reduce such failures.

Objective 5: Building capacity and capability

Service mapping
Health and social care services for functional loss vary widely across locations in both goals and delivery (restorative, adaptive or prosthetic) and organisational structures. This is the case across community health care, intermediate care, acute and mental health hospitals as well as hospices and care home settings. Numerous specialties are involved, including primary care, rehabilitation and therapies, and also different medical disciplines, including geriatric medicine and palliative care.

The partnership aimed to map services catering to functional loss for individuals approaching end of life, including evaluating their capability and capacity as well as identifying barriers and facilitators to accessing these services. The partnership sought to investigate the extent to which these services were aware of rehabilitation requirements towards end-of-life care as well as their management of access, prognostication, prioritisation, effectiveness, adverse effects, treatment burden, communication, shared decision-making and advance care planning. However, during the partnership’s activities, several challenges arose in current service mapping due to a lack of shared understanding of ‘palliative rehabilitation’. In response to this, the partnership took a more conceptual approach to this exercise.

To contribute towards a better shared conceptualisation of palliative rehabilitation, the team channelled their insights from discussions throughout the partnership into an academic commentary piece. The commentary summarises the particular challenges in how rehabilitation is perceived in the context of palliative and end-of-life care, including the need to challenge assumptions focused on restoration and recovery of abilities and ideas around ‘no rehabilitation potential’. It calls for approaches that include adaptation and assistance in the context of functional decline as well as flexibility to take individualised, goal-based approaches that focus on what is important to the person and their family.

Training opportunities
The partnership lends itself to the ‘virtual community of practice’ model, as it was established by a range of individuals with complementary skills and expertise that aimed to advance knowledge around functional loss and rehabilitation in palliative care. This approach shares...
similarities with other approaches such as the ‘virtual learning community’ model, but has more of an emphasis on sharing knowledge between participants with a shared research area.

The partnership aimed to understand and strengthen capacity and capability by providing structured training, opportunities for knowledge exchange via workshops and ensuring clinicians partaking within the partnership were provided with protected time and mentorship. The partnership offered funded structured training and development opportunities for members, with focused learning that builds on NIHR open online courses on ‘improving health care through clinical research’ and ‘what is health research?’ The partnership extended the invitation to attend training to students, clinicians and PPI members. In summary:

- Two PhD students were supported to attend the Palliative Care Research Methods course jointly delivered by the Association of Palliative Medicine and Palliative Care Research Society. The course ran over 3 weeks and supported them in developing skills in palliative research.
- Four clinicians were supported to attend ‘Developing Complex Interventions to Improve Health’, a 1-day course run by the University of Sheffield. The course explored the different approaches that can be used to answer complex questions within health care and provided examples of how clinicians may apply these methods to a clinical context. One clinician stated that ‘the course covered important ground and detailed the latest developments. I enjoyed the interactive components, and the pre-reading helped set the scene.’
- Six PPI members partook in a two-part online qualitative analysis training session, delivered over the course of two 3-hour sessions by one of the partnership leads. The course covered the theory behind qualitative methods, considered the strengths and limitations of qualitative research and provided an overview of thematic analysis. The PPI training was well received with one participant stating that ‘although I had little knowledge of qualitative analysis, I found the training informative and useful.’

**Clinical academic mentorship**

The partnership offered mentorship to two clinical academics and provided them with protected time to develop research projects and proposals. The partnership recognised the importance of protected time for frontline clinical academics, as studies indicate that these individuals often lack the necessary time to apply their clinical and academic expertise to promote clinically driven research. One clinical academic commented that:

> The partnership provided me with access to and support from world leading academics in the field of palliative care. They helped me understand different methodologies, gave me the time and space to reflect on methodological and theoretical challenges in developing robust programmes of research. As an early career researcher this has been immensely valuable.

**Patient and public involvement**

Alongside the outlined activities, the partnership also took up several other capacity building exercises. The involvement of PPI members was embedded within all partnership activities, including the research generation activity and proposal development. Two PPI members and an academic from the partnership collaboratively wrote a blog piece for the NIHR, which reflected on their experiences from partaking within the first partnership workshop. Outside of these activities, PPI members were encouraged to join the various existing networks and ongoing activities, such as the National ARC Palliative and End of Life Care PPI workshops. Partnership leads also shared their expertise and good practice in involvement with other members of the partnership and helped link up partners with additional PPI expertise where helpful.

**Equality, diversity and inclusion**

The partnership was committed to equality, diversity and inclusion during all activities. To achieve this, the partnership actively sought participation from a diverse range of stakeholders, including clinicians, researchers and PPI members, ensuring that voices from different backgrounds and experiences were heard and valued. Additionally, the partnership’s training opportunities and mentorship programmes were designed to be inclusive and accessible to individuals from various backgrounds and levels of expertise.

**Reflections on partnership working**

The partnership leads collectively met to discuss the key learning points after establishing the partnership. There was a mutual consensus that the partnership provided opportunities to gain new perspectives by bringing together individuals from across the country, each with their own unique skills, expertise and experiences. It
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Conclusion

During a 15-month period, the Palliative Care Rehabilitation Partnership was established and facilitated a series of workshops to aid members developing, refining and transforming their research ideas into research proposals for submission to NIHR funding calls. Furthermore, the partnership engaged in a range of activities such as conceptually mapping palliative rehabilitation services, promoting training opportunities for students, clinicians and PPI members as well as granting clinical academics protected time to undertake research activities. As a result of the opportunities made possible by the partnership, a network has been formed that will continue to collaborate on, and support research related to, functional loss and rehabilitation in palliative and end-of-life care.
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